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5 Year ago, I didn’t know what Nifty means.

Here I am sharing the minimal free content that you can follow to become the best

trader in the world.

A Thread ■

The first source I started with was #Zerodha Varsity.

It has an amazing Whitepaper, a person who wants to get a good basic understanding about trading can start from there

first.

Link : https://t.co/d1nvaWsq3G

After completing the whitepaper go through these books one by one in the same order:

1. Anna Couling

Book : A Complete Guide to Price and Volume Analysis

This book will help you to understand the price and volume action in detail.
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2. Stan Weinstein

Book : Secrets For Profiting in Bull and Bear Markets

After getting a good understanding of Price Action and Volume, this book will help you to understand the Stage Analysis and

Relative Strength Concept.



3. William O’Neil

Book : How to Make Money in Stocks

I take it as a Bible to learn about trading as it gives a 360 degree view before taking any trade. We will get a better idea

about fundamentals you should focus on along with many technical charts as soon as you open the book



4. Mark Minervini ( @markminervini )

You can’t skip this Legend if you want to learn about trading. I love Mark for his ability to generate 3 Digit returns publicly 2

times on USIC and his positive attitude.

He is a proven Legend so his books are must read.

Books :

1. Mindset Secrets for Winning

2. Trade Like Stock Market Wizard

2. Think and Trade Like Champion

3. Momentum Masters

Read them in the above order for Max Benefit.
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Trading Software:

I use 3 Software Mentioned Below:

@tradingview : For Charts

@screener_in : For Fundamentals

@ChartinkConnect : For Creating Screener

Try to take a premium subscription according to your usability.

Few Twitter Handles to Follow.

@vivbajaj : He is doing an amazing Job.

3 products I love the most are being created by him.

You can find below videos in his YouTube channel.

1. Face to Face Series : Interviews with Traders

2. Learn2Trade Series : https://t.co/eGMd6CgUxX
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3. @mystockedge App :

Link : https://t.co/l7yVgyefgB

This app is wonderful . The good part is that he keeps updating this app frequently with new data. Currently he added

Market Breadth data which is Amazing tool to gauge the Market Sentiment and Health.

@RichardMoglen : He is an amazing guy and took many interviews of US traders, some of them are USIC champions too.

Follow him on Twitter and go through all the interviews he took from the last several months.

@premalparekh : He was definitely the first person for me who talked about the Relative Strength concept in Public. You

can learn a lot from him.

@PradeepBonde : In one word He is Legend. He is a Pro #Swing Trader. He is someone who can give you tremendous

knowledge.

You can go through his Blogs and YouTube Channels to find amazing content.

What I have shared is the shortest path possible. Learn the theoretical part from all the above traders but practical is

something which is more important than theory here, so keep applying their knowledge in practical and try to spend many

hours reading charts everyday.

I have learned a lot from other books too so sharing few of them as below:

1. All Market Wizard Books : Jack Schwager

2. How I Made $2 Million in the Stock Market : Nicolas Darvas

3. Trade Like an O'Neil Disciple: How We Made Over 18,000% in the Stock Market : Chris Kacher and Gil Morales

4. Technical Analysis Using Multiple Timeframes : Brian Shannon

5. Trading in The Zone : Mark Douglas

My style of Trading is inspired by all the above Traders, I have never taken any Paid Webinar in my Life due to my financial

situation at that time but spent thousands of Hours reading books, charts and doing trial error from the last 5 years.
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